Abstract. 2014 
By RONALD E. BURGESS, Department of Physics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver 8, B.C., Canada. Abstract. 2014 The thermodynamic treatment of equilibrium fluctuations in magnetic systems is discussed and applied to a variety of situations. The spectral density of the magnetic moment or flux are derived for simply-connected bodies (sphere and cylinder) and for multiplyconnected systems (loop and hollow cylinder). The material is considered to be either a normal conductor, a superconductor or ferromagnetic. The where z = Ka = a(47ti(ù(j)1/2 and K is the wave constant.
Thus oc 0 = 0 and cc(oo) == -1 a3 gives :
The low-frequency moment spectrum is :
If however the sphere is ferromagnetic with permeability p,., these results become modified to :
where f ( z) = z-1 coth z -z-2 and now :
The limiting values are :
As expected the final steady state response :
is not zero but has the positive value appropriate to a polarizable sphere of permeability f1. taking account of the demagnetization effect. The variance and the low frequency spectrum of the magnetic moment are greater than those for a non-ferromagnetic sphere :
We discuss the variance of the magnetic moment instead of its mean square value since for a ferromagnetic system there may be some steady magnetization upon which the fluctuations are superimposed. The permeability 03BC here must be interpreted at the static differential permeability (dB/dH) where n = ns --+-nn and A -1 = As' + An'. (Burgess, 1967 (Burgess, , 1968 
